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SPECIFICATIONS
Appearanceand Odor  .................................. Clear liquid
Flash Point of Concentrate... ..................................>200
 Packaging................................... All standard packaging
Bio degradable ...................................................... Yes
Bio Based    .......................................................... Yes
pH ...................................................................... n/a 
Specific Gravity ..................................................... <1 
 water = 1
DOT Regulated...................................................... None
Flammability ......................................................... n./a
VOC Compliant .....................................................  Yes
 

Arrow Chemical Corp
28 Rider Pl
Freeport, N.Y. 11520
516-377-7770
fax 516 - 377 - 7776
www.arrowchemical.net
e-mail info@arrowchemical.
net

 #7270DUST SOY
DUST MOP TREATMENT

Cleans - Maintains - Polish

BIODEGRADABLE  - Bio Based - NPE FREE

It is recommended that protective gloves 
and safety glasses be worn when using this 
and all cleaning products.

Refer to MSDS for further safety information.

Packaging: 12x1 quart bottles per case
  4x1 gallons per case
  5 gallon pails
  30 & 55 gallon drums
 

 "Dust Soy"
BIO-BASED

DUST MOP TREATMENT
& DUST SUPPRESSANT

made fromNATURALoils
*Enhances Indoor Air Quality
* Traps & Holds Dust & Dirt

*Restores Floor Sheen & Luster
*Treats Dust Mops, Rags, & Dust Cloths

*Reduces Allergic Triggers   

 
 

 READY TO USE
NO VOC 

APE FREE

DUSTSOY  Bio-based Dust Mop Treatment attracts dirt  
and dust like a magnet.  It is a revolutionary formulation 
consisting only of 100% Soybean derived oils in conjunc-
tion with a biodegradable, minimal V.O.C. This "winning" 
combination coagulates and binds dust to application 
equipment, such as dust mops and cloths for easy soil 
removal.  Daily maintenance with DUSTSOY traps and 
holds dust & dirt to dust mops and cloths, rags, sawdust, 
and compounds, and other related tools commonly used 
in dusting and cleaning operations.   
 
DUSTSOY  eliminates "sandpaper" action of grit on 
finished floors.  It is compatible with ALL types of  floor-
ing ,  including, wood & gymnasium, terrazzo, concrete, 
warehouse floors.  Daily dust mopping with this product 
will increase the life and beauty of floors by reducing the 
abrasive effects of tracked-in dirt.  Ideal for removing 
black rubber heel marks.  

DIRECTIONS: (as treatment)
USE UNDILUTED and apply evenly through a trigger 
sprayer - or pump sprayer on dust mops or cloths.   

Discharge accumulated dust and loose soil on the 
mop head by periodically vacuuming it with a HEPA or 
Micro-Allergen vacuum - or - by shaking soiled dust mop 
outdoors by the closest "exit" door.  DO NOT release 
loose dust from mop indoors to avoid further aggrava-
tion of indoor air quality and/or raising health issues like 
allergic or asthmatic triggers. 
(As Dust Suppressant)
Reduces the chance of choking dust from becoming 
airborne in construction projects. 


